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However, his fighting spirit 
still from hickory street gave strong 
carries this piece of land of love 
He learned 
according to the Warrior Song of the essence to survive 
glory is 
trophy filled the back wall 
Support slogans covered veranda 
carries this piece of land of love 
He rising 
the world's attention 
The big boys stand 
extremely difficult to break 

Tip: all the pictures are from the Internet 
< br / > quite Adidas originals tubular x Primeknit movement potential of "superstar" shoes, after earlier published the third section of
the first color, overwhelmed and bring this pair of eye-catching "red color. Continuation of the avantgarde sense full of tall canister
shoe body contour, designers use black and white Primeknit braid composition of the shoe body, supplemented by sideways "X"
type leather straps enhanced visual hierarchy, and equipped with white EVA bottom to create high-end Street sense. At present, the
shoes can be purchased through the Politics Sneaker, priced at $$120. (Editor: YOYO)
Although 
and Olympic fate, but NIKE Air Footscape exposure in the latest and every situation is higher, following the earlier launch of the Nike
Air Footscape 05J, Nike Air Footscape 10A, Nike Air Footscape 2DE (Wool Pack) and then the morning a little Nike (Rainbow) Air
Footscape 04Z, recently announced the launch of Nike again a new color version of the Nike Air Footscape, this time in addition to
use leather, suede material woven together with the classic details, this color scheme relatively strong color contrast, black and
yellow, brown and blue respectively, hit color color, called Nike Air Footscape 2DA Nike Air Footscape 00A, the new version is now
FEET DOWN login SIX stores, priced 139 euros, you Woven fans do not miss. 
source: FEET DOWN
SIX
; 
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Live sports players NIKE HYPERDUNK Bryant autographed shoe
2009-05-25 09:55:09 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: Sina] Print Close 
Related news
Once in previous Unreal Real CLOThes Series Short Tee launch, this time published a part shoes. Again Milk of TK blog also raised,
this shoe was Hong Kong UNDERCOVER shelves. 
Source: TK
Popular contacting sail boat shoes Nike
2006-01-22 09:23:04 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn] Print Close 
Related news
Nike's popular new contacts 08 so that movement whim
2008-09-01 08:43:04 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Network] Print Close 
Related news
Popular contacting adidas 2008 new shoes herald
2007-10-05 08:56:47 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: from Forums Print Close 
Related news
Popular contacting NIKE push new winter 2008 women's products
2008-09-29 08:13:03 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: woman records] Print Close 
Related news
Popular contacting New Balance, Reebok June SHELFlive
2009-06-17 08:28:01 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: buy007] Print Close 
Related news
Popular color contacts Nike Dunk High Premium
2008-03-13 09:34:32 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Internet] Print Close 

/>
< p > summer is the best season for outdoor basketball, I believe many basketball players have already started to campaign, and on
the court, in addition to excellent skills, the most attractive Mo too eye-catching basketball equipment. This mass engraved classic
shoes Air Zoom huarache 2K4 this and then a new color, quintana fluorescent color absolute murder all the eye, and 2K4 itself
excellent performance has already after verification of all, plus rare below the first year of the sale price (1250 yuan for the first year,
the remake is 1099 yuan), will certainly make this pair of shoes has become the best choice for summer stadium. 
Air Zoom Huarache 2K4 is due to be officially launched in the country in August. Please pay more attention to your favorite friends. 
Vans 
recently Vans California is a frequent action, wave and wave of new products, this time to bring is the Madero shoes, minimalist
shoes type by people love, shoes body for a little more than a little bit of flower material, such a material in the suit is not often seen,



the use of shoes on the moment more than a casual taste. Followed by the veggie leather reinforcement, which also in wool? Material
formed contrast, combined with ankle and tongue edge color cloth edge, global stereopsis is dye in the wood. The new Madero CA a
total of two color was dark gray, and gray, like simple shoes friends may wish to pay more attention to the next. 
source: freshngood
; 

simple black and white always can give us a different kind of surprise, a few days ago will be to its classic adidas Originals Stan
Smith shoes modeled on the creation of this pair of black and white checkered version, the whole body of the shoe constitute the use
of canvas details of the election with suede and leather render excellent texture, and simple black and white color is giving it the
artistic atmosphere. It is reported that the shoes has landed some of the designated shops for sale, interested friends may wish to
look at it.
Air Jordan 11 Low White / Black / Red 2013-12-08 22:52:20 With the arrival of summer 2013 Air Jordan 11 Low also immediately
come, we come under a 360-degree view these shoes it. Color composite parts kinda expected, inherited the previous Air Jordan
11 red translucent outsole tradition, after all, a good pair of shoes, the release date is tentatively scheduled for June 8, 2013, the
price will be 140 dollars, there is no really looking forward to it? Please pay attention to the shoes SIZE subsequent newspaper
reports.
Sneaker Con Chicago station on-site review in October 2013-12-08 23:48:05
Following the success earlier this month in Miami, held rallies famous shoes Sneaker Con trade show at the weekend to move to the
Windy City of Chicago nonstop, held twice a month did not affect the high popularity of the site, Sneakerheads from Chicago Qi Poly
scene, the scene is still bursting with atmosphere. 

<>
< br / > DJ arena of dazzling color and loud music is new balance New Elite Edition shoes series of expression of the target. In the
MT580 series, dark blue and light blue suede shoes. With a little water to create a green, stage lighting. While 999 of the overall use
of grey suede and heel wrapped, the representative stage water green heel patch. For a series of 1600 is the use of a very simple
monochrome tone, representing the microphone. Balance Elite Edition Sound "and Stage New" series will be launched in October
1st, the global Balance New limited store. (Editor: YOYO)
< p > surely we all remember 1993 March 4, air jordan wearing Air Jordan VII "Raptors" war Toronto Raptors scene. Following the
2009 engraved after this pair of classic shoes once again returned to the our line of sight, from picture can be seen shoes still
maintained a first color and detail design, carbon black nubuck leather uppers look very texture. At the end of the match with red and
purple embellishment is bound to become a daily wearing Joker styles. At the appointed time will launch multiple versions of the
children, children and infants, imagine about supporting the family is not very cool (HA HA), the official release date is scheduled for
December 1 U.S. local time on September before, no buy friends must not be missed again. 
Brand of 
: name of NIKE
: the Air Jordan VII "Raptors" < br / > price: $160 < br / > the purchase of address: mita-sneakers

Nike Zoom LeBron Soldier 8 "Think Pink" commercial information 2014-09-05 12:10:34
Earlier as we reported the Nike Zoom LeBron Soldier 8 "Think Pink" spy, has been widespread concern of many sneaker, and more
recently the network exposed the physical map, in order to meet everyone's "appetite." Adhering to the usual style shoes overall,
warm pink with sedate black, pink in the bottom of the ink jet point presented to you, currently commercially available shoes are given
specific information expected to be fully in September 20 Commercially available, priced at $ 130. 
PUMA work together again BWGH publish R698 BLUEFIELD OG shoes 2015-07-17 14:57:51
According to sources PUMA and BWGH (Paris brand) again released its first joint shoes "R698 BLUEFIELD OG", the interpretation
of the classic street. In recent years, joint shoes caused market turmoil, have to say the birth of joint shoes will guide the development
of this approach. "R698 BLUEFIELD OG" once launched will lead to the same hot, blue is the dominant visual sensory nerve beating
again, understated, elegant, extreme, simple design to enrich our vision, for those who like a more casual sports fans is Object favor.
The shoes once listed, will certainly also set off no small waves. It is reported that PUMA & timesBWGH R698 BLUEFIELD OG
series will be in Beijing and Shanghai Black Label stores and selected retail outlets for sale. There are like shoes which fans can pay
more attention to ah. 

Recently NikeBasketball as PeachJam league championship, to create a new exclusive color matching boots. This year the brand
with LeBron 12, Kyrie 1 and Kobe X is modeled by black and white color create a whole, gold modified details, a rich champion
temperament pavement from, but a great pity that the same will not be comprehensive series of shoes on sale, you want to has the
exclusive color of the boots, it only worked hard skills, to be able to participate in this league someday friends.
Pharrell x adidas Originals Stan Smith "Tennis" commercial information 2014-10-10 13:38:29
famous singer and fashion pioneer Pharrell Williams recently once again work with adidas Originals, the two sides launched a series
of joint second fan, the two sides designed to bring inspiration from tennis, tennis shoes similar skin suede materials to build, to
create a total of green, white and orange of three, but the two sides still appear in special Logo heel position, it is learned that the
series will begin selling in designated shops October 11, like a friend can look at it. 
Show off your shoes foot photo: [show] a week sneakers shoe reported Featured 2013-12-08 23:37:33
weather gradually cooler, everybody in the autumn on the occasion, will still choose bunt gradually began to wear trousers to go out or
roll up your trousers with shoes it? Now let us through this week's report [shoes] shoes show featured one week to see you shoe
newspaper fans choice! 

Band of Outsiders x Vans Authentic Real debut 2013-12-09 00:01:17
Vans skateboard brand in Los Angeles recently invited local fashion brand Band of Outsiders, classic Authentic modeled starting
materials made of gray woolen shoes body full texture. In addition, the biggest bright spot is that shoelace shoes eye, insole and
outsole are red and blue duck design, and finally with Vans signature white midsole, bursting with flavor trends. It is reported that the
shoes will be Nov. 23 at Band of Outsiders entity shops for sale in Los Angeles, a friend may wish to look. 
Under Armour Invitational third Jennings special shoes 2013-12-08 22:52:21 In order to meet the third Saturday at the Under Armour



Annual Brandon Jennings Basketball Tournament, Under Armour specifically for this games launched a special color of Under
Armour Charge BB and Spine Bionic, which uses two pairs of new shoes blue color gradient design, with translucent white crystal
outsole, very refreshing. But there is no information on these two shoe commercial.
Vans Era March new Qi debut 2014-05-06 22:41:53
Vans skateboard brand recently for the upcoming March to prepare a new color in the Era of up to six new products in the new
products, the hit color, national wind and fancy printing elements are the use of which, colorful there is always a design that suits your
taste. It is reported that the new series will soon have to counter major Vans shelves, a friend might like to look at. 

NBA regular season shoes reported 3.13 2014-05-06 22:43:20
Today the NBA conducted a total of 11 games: Nets 96-95 Miami Heat, the Nets three games against unbeaten season with the
Miami Heat, Pierce 29 points, James 19 points, 5 rebounds and 7 assistsmagic Nuggets 120-112 76 98-115 king, 76 people
suffered a 18-game losing streakPistons 87-101 Toronto, Jennings 24 points, DeRozan 25 pointsthe Bobcats 98-85 Wizards,
Bobcats 2 straight, the Wizards 2-game losing streakKnicks 116-92 Celtics, the Knicks five-game winning streak, Anthony 34
pointsGrizzlies 90-88 pelicans, Mike - Conley final 1.5 seconds staged quasi-loreJazz 108-101 Mavericks, Dirk Nowitzki scored 31
points and eight rebounds, surpassing Havlicek, the highest total in NBA history, scoring the first 1290-103 Blazers Spurs, Spurs ho
to take 8-game winning streak, the Blazers hit four straightknight 110-101 Sun Cavaliers end four straight 3-game losing streak at the
same time to the sun98-111 Clippers Warriors, Clippers nine straight, Griffin 30 points and 15 rebounds. Next, enter today's NBA
regular season sneakers report. 
LeBron - James: Nike Zoom Soldier 7 
LeBron - James: Nike LeBron 11 Elite 
Joe - Johnson: Air Jordan 16 PE 
Kenneth - Faliaide: adidas Crazy 8 
Andre - Drummond: Air Jordan 10 Retro 
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